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Filter and revetment design of water imposed embankments induced by wave 
and draw-down loadings 

A.Bezuijen 
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F ederal Waterway Engineering and Research Institute (BAW), Germany 

ABSTRACT: Design procedures for flexible revetment structures (rip-rap and placed block revetments), 
including geotextiles are presented. The loading can be wind waves, as weil as ship induced wave loading 
(waterlevel draw-down and secondary waves). The stability of these revetments is governed by the interaction 
between pore water and cover layer, filter layer and subsoil of the structure. The different functions of these 
layers are elaborated. The design procedure for rip-rap is supported by an example. Special attention will be 
paid how the necessary input parameters for the subsoil can be obtained. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Flexible revetments are the most common type of 
revetment used in estuaries and inland waterways. 
The function of a revetment is to protect the subsoil 
against the wave loading. 

In rigid revetments as sheet piles and concrete slab 
the sllbsoil is often protected by creating in 
impermeable layer in front of the subsoil. In such a 
rigid rev~tment the impermeable layer (the sheet pile 
or the concrete sI ab ) takes alJ the loading. 

In flexible revetments the situation is often more 
complicated. The cover layer of the revetment is 
permeable in most cases. This cover layer has two 
functions. It reduces the loading and it increases by 
its weight the strength of the subsoil. This paper 
deals only with permeable cover layers. Flexible 
revetments with impermeable cover layers, as asphalt 
revetments and revetments incJuding a geomembrane 
will not be dealt with. 

In a revetment with a permeable cover layer the 
interaction between cover layer, filter layer (if 
present between the cover layer and the subsoil) and 
subsoil has to be taken into account in the design. 

Dlle to the permeable cover layer the wave 
induced loading will partly be present in the subsoil. 
Design methods for these type of revetments, as 
presented by Bezuijen et al. (1990), CURITAW 
(1993) , Köhler (1995) therefore include calculation 
methods for the loading on the filter layer and 
sllbsoil. 

In this paper the wave indllced loading will be 
described, followed by a section describing the 
characteristics of the materials involved. Next section 
deals with the theory how wave induced loading is 
transferred through cover layer, filter layer and 
subsoil. This section therefore presents the design 
philosophy llsed throughout the paper. From this 
description the calclilation methods are explained. 

These include cover layer stability, filter stability and 
subsoil stability. Most attention will be paid to the 
cover layer thickness necessary for stabilisation of 
the subsoil. This clearly shows the interaction 
between the various layers. The last chapter will 
present some design examples. 

2 HYDRAULIC LOADING 

2.1 Wind induced loading 
At the co ast, along estllaries and lakes wind induced 
wave loading is the dominant loading on the 
revetment. Wave height and wave period can be 
calculated with the Bretschneider formul a (Shore 
Protection Manual, 1984), or numerical programs if 
wind speed and water depth during design conditiol1s 
are known. 
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Fig. 1: Definition sketch critical wave pressure 
distribution on slope. 
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The wave height is not the important loading on the 
revetment. The loading is the water velocity, in case 
erosion of stones from the cover layer is the possible 
failure mechanism, and the water pressures, in case 
of a block revetment and if the strength of the layers 
below the cover layers is studied. This means in 
principle that water velocity and water pressures has 
to be derived from wave height and period. 
However, it is not necessary to derive such a relation 
for the water velocity to caIculate the possibility of 
stone erosion. Up to now all relations presented in 
literature describing the stone erosion are empiric 
relations based on flume tests. In these relations the 
wave height and period is directly coupled to the 
possibility of stone erosion. 

For the wave pressures relations between wave 
characteristics and wave pressures are presented by 
Bezuijen and Klein Breteler (1996): It was found 
that the critical wave pressure distribution on a block 
revetment with a granular filter underneath the cover 
layer can be written as: 

c/l, = (awS + b.)e c,... -bw (1) 

Where: <Pt is the piezometric head on the slope, s the 
distance from the wave front as is shown in Fig. 1. 
The formula is valid for negative s only. ~, bwand 
Cw are constants that can be linked with the 
parameters presented in Fig. 1: 

aw = -tan(6) (2) 

b = -~ 
w l+tan6

h 

(3) 

aw 1 (4) Cw bwe tan6h +1 

The parameters presented in Fig. 1 were measured in 
flume tests with irregular waves. The following 
empiric relations were found for a loading exceeded 
by 2% of the waves only: 

and: 

c/lb =min( O.2nop • 2.5) (5) 
Hs (tanU)0.7S 

tan6
f
=2.25 (6) 

45° 6h=--

~ 
(7) 

Thc relut ion fOT er is valid if ~< 2.5. Where ~= 
tanO'l..J(I-I,lIr,) wi rh H, the sign ificant wave height and 
Ir the wave length at (he pM!< of the energy wave 
spectrum. A i5 elenr from Eig. I, the eritical 
moment in the wave loading on a revetment is not 
the wave impact, but the moment just before 
breaking of the wave. At that moment the pressures 
on the revetment are relatively low for s>O and 
blocks can be lifted in that area. 
In case the subsoil consists of fine sand the pressure 
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amplitude and period is of importance. For the 
amplitude equation (5) can be used as maximum 
amplitude on the slope and for the period the wave 
period can be taken. Often a sine form is used in 
caIculations for the course of pressure in time. This 
is not tme but the error that is introduced is small 
compared with other uncertainties, as will be dealt 
with later on in this paper. 

For some revetments the loading at wave impact is 
of importance. Determining the loading at wave 
impact is rather difficult. Very large pressures, up to 
9 times the pressure corresponding to the wave 
height, are reported using small pressure gauges. 
However, for revetments the pressure peaks that exist 
over larger areas are of importance. In such a case 
the following relations can be used (Bezuijen et al. 
1990): 

(8) 

and: 
(9) 

where Pi and b i are the pressure peak and the width 
of the peak on the slope respectively. 

2.2 Ship induced loading 

Ship induced loading has two different components: 
1. the waterlevel draw-down. When the bow of the 
ship passes a certain point along the embankment the 
water level decreases and remains at a lower level as 
long as the ship passes. The duration of the 
waterlevel draw-down depends on the dimensions of 
the ship and its velocity . The decrease of the 
waterlevel and the velocity of the decrease depend 
on the dimensions of the channel and the dimensions 
of the ship. For dass IV inland waterways a design 
waterlevel draw-down of 0.6 m is used in Germany. 
The draw-down time is between 3.3 and 5 s. The 3.3 
s is a rather short draw-down time but it takes into 
account that the draw-down caused by one ship and 
the secondary waves of another ship can interfere. 
2. the secondary waves. These waves propagate 
from the stern of the ship. These can result in 
breaking waves on the revetment. For the loading on 
placed block revetments or for the loading on the 
subsoil, as will be described in the next section, the 
secondary waves are not the design load. However, 
they are for the stone erosion in a rip-rap revetment. 
Experiments have shown Ihnt more stone 
displacements in a rip-rap covel' layer are eaused by 
ships producing high seeondary waves (as tugboats) 
than by ships with a considernble waterlevel 
depression (loaded dass IV ships). No general design 
mies can be presented for these secondary waves, 
because these depend strongly on the distance 
between the vessel and the revetment. However, 
secondary waves of more than I m wave height have 
been measured in experiments with a strong tugboat. 
Wave period can be determined from the length of 

the ship and its velocity. 



3. CHARACTERISTICS OF LA VERS 

3.1 Cover layer 
In a flexible revetment structure the functions of the 
cover layer are: 
I. withstand the loading without stone erosion or 

block movement. 
2. provide, by its weight, stability for the filter 

layers and subsoil. 
The first function requires that the elements in the 

cover layer have minimum dimensions and a certain 
internal lrength to prevenl falting apart. The strength 
of the cover layer elements is hardly cver a problem 
in case of flexible revelmcnlS. Thc sLrength can be 
critical in revetments wiLh concrete or asphalt slabs 
as a cover layer, but these types are not dealt with in 
this paper. The minimum dimensions of the 
revetment are determined by various calculation 
methods, as will be dealt with in the next chapter. 

The second function requires that the cover layer 
as a whole has a certain weight, that also the under 
water weight is sufficient and that its permeabiJity is 
sufficient to prevent lifting of this layer at wave run
down . These aspects will also be dealt with in the 
next chapter when the stability of sublayers is 
calcu lated . 

3.2 Filter layer 
The functions of the filter layer are: 
I. prevention that fines from the subsoil are 

washed out. 
2. reduction of the cyclic gradients that reach the 

subsoil. 
3. adding weight to the cover layer to increase the 

stability of the subsoil. 
When the filter layer is composed out of granular 

material, the minimum size is determined by the 
requirement that the grains has to be stabilized by 
the cover layer. The maximum size is determined by 
the first function. Sometimes it is not possible to 
fulfil these two requirements with one layer and two 
or more layers are used with decreasing grain 
diameters for the layers closer to the subsoil. 

A very important parameter for the filter layers is 
the permeability . The best way to determine the 
permeability is by measurement. However, especially 
for the la yers wi th coarser grains thi s is rather 
complicated and a correlation formula can be used. 
The flow in the filter layer will have a laminar and 
a turbulent component, as presented in tbe 
Forchheimer equation: 

H=av+bv2 (10) 

where H is the piezometric head, v the filter velocity 
and a and bare constants. These constants can be 
correlated with grain size and porosity according to 
the relations: 

(11) 

and 

(12) 

where u is the kinematic viscosity (m2/s), n the 
porosity, g the acceleration due to gravity and d15 the 
diameter of the grains with 15% of the grain material 
being sm aller. The resulting permeability is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

3.3 Geotextiles 
The prime function of a geotextile in a revetment 
structure is in most cases the filter function. 
Secondary functions can be separation and 
reinforcement. Geotextiles replace the relative costly 
procedure of applying various layers of granular 
filters. 

Looking at the functions of a filter layer in a 
revetment, as mentioned in the last seetion, it 
appeared that a geotextile only takes over the first of 
the 3 functions mentioned. Applying a geotextile will 
not lead to a significant reduction of the cyclic 
gradients, unless it has a permeability that is smaller 
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Fig 2: Permeability of granular material (i=0.3). 
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than the surrounding granular layers. Such a small 
permeability is not desirable, because of excess pore 
pressures. It is clear that a geotextile hardly adds any 
stabilizing weight to the subsoil. Replacing a 
granular filter by a geotextile is therefore only 
possible if the last 2 filter functions are taken over 
by the other layers and it is not always possible to 
reduce the overall thickness of cover layer and filter 
layer by applying a geotextile. 

Since filtering is the prime function the opening 
size is the most important parameter. It should be 
large enough to ensure a certain permeability, but 
prevents the fines in the subsoil from being washed 
out. In most cases a geometrie closed filter is 
chosen, according to the relation (Ogink, 1976): 

09Jdss<1 (13) 

Where the 0 98 is the apparent opening size of the 
geotextile corresponding with the average diameter 
of a standardized sand fraction of which 98% 
remains on the fabric and dS5 the diameter of the 
grains with 85% of the grain material being smaller. 
Using this criterion a natural filter will be built in 
thc subsoil below the revetment, but this will :" ... 
influence the revetment itself. 

3.4 Geotextile requirements according to CEN 
In the specific requirements for the use of geotextiles 
in various applications, that are drafted at the 
moment in CEN/TCI89, there are also specific 
requirements on "Erosion control". These specific 
requirements has to be fulfilled when a geotextile is 
used in a revetment. In the requirements 3 types of 
tests are distinguished: 
I. Harmonised tests (H). These test are necessary 

to obtain a CE label. Each geotextile to be used 
in an erosion control application has to be 
tested according to these tests and the 
manufacturer has to prove that the product 
meets the results mentioned on the label. 

2. Applicable tests (A). These tests are, according 
to the CEN, recommended in any case a 
geotextile is used in an erosion control 
application. 

3. Additional tests (S). Tests that are only 
recommended in special cases. 

The various tests for "Erosion control" are 
summarized in Table 1. Some of the tests are 
presented in italic. This means that these tests are 
not yet work items in CEN/TC 189. For these tests 
it is still uncertain if these tests will be standardized 
and if so, in wh at time. The tests with no letter are 
not used for this application. The harmonised tests 
are related with the prime function of the geotextile 
in this application: retaining particles and allowing 
flow. The tensile test is an exception. However, it is 
clear that a certain strength is necessary for the 
geotextile to fulfil its function. 

All harmonised tests are index tests. This means 
that a characteristic of a geotextile is tested without 
taking into account the inflllence of the surrounding 
soil in an application. This should always be taken 

into account when using the results of these tests. 
The most striking example is the permittivity test. 
Clogging or blocking by fine partieies can lead to a 
much lower permittivity in real soil than measured. 
However, even without clogging and without fine 
particles the permittivity of a geotextile in soil can 
be much smaller (a reduction with more than a factor 
5 was measured, 
Köhler and Bezuijen, 
1994), because the 
openings in geotextile 
are partly covered by 
granular material 
below and above. 
Fig. 3 shows that if a 
geotextile follows 
large grains that the 
area through with 
water can flow and 
thus the permittivity 
is considerably 
reduced. 
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The only applic
able test (with an A) 
is the test damage 
during installation. It 
is in all cases 
important that the 
geotextile survives 
the installation and it 
is known from 
experience that this is 
not always the case. 
The only reason that 
this test has not a Table 1: Tests to be used for 
"H" is because the the applieation "Erosion 
CE norm is a product control". The letters refer to 
norm. and cannot tell the type of test. 
anythmg about the 
application of the produCL 

From the tests with an s, the friction test is 
performed if the product is applied on a slope, and 
the stability against sliding can be critical. This will 
qllite often be the case when a geotextile is applied 
in a revetment. The next 4 tests with an s will not be 
performed very often. Tensile strength on seams and 
joints is rather important if geotextiles are seamed 
together. Then 
the last 3 tests 
with an s are 
the durability 
tests. They will 
be performed 
when a per
manent structure 
is designed or 
the water is ex
pected to con- Fig. 3: Geotextile bent along larger 
tain chemical grains reducing its permittivity. 
components. 
According to Dutch experience oxidation can be a 
dangerous in a revetment application due to the 
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change of conditions at the shore line. 
The table prescnled here is only a concept version 

and is likely to be changed in the coming CEN 
meetings or during Lhe inquiry in the European 
countries on the final drarl. It i presented here to 
give an idea what requirements can be expected in 
the (near?) future. 

4. CALCULATION METHODS 

4.1 Theory 
In revetment design the hydraulic loading is the most 
important loading. As mentioned before most of the 
loading is apressure loading. Wave run-down or 
water level depression by passing ships leads to a 
temporary reduction of the pressure on top of the 
revetment. Deep in the subsoil the pressure will 
remain constant. This means that the total pressure 
loading on the revetment is always equal to the 
reduction of the wave pressure. The ca1culation 
methods only determine how this loading is divided 
between the various layers of the revetment. Two 
situations will be treated as an example, see also Fig. 
4 and 5. Fig. 4 shows schematically the distribution 
of the piezometric head in a block revetment at 
minimum wave pressure and water level. Usually the 
permeability of the blocks is limited resulting in a 
rather high difference in piezometric head over the 
blocks. This means that the difference in piezometric 
head over the other layers, and the resulting vertical 
gradients are relatively limited. The rip-rap revetment 
shown in Fig. 5 has a relatively large cover layer 
permeability. The loading on the rip-rap is therefore 
limited. In this case the largest loading can be found 
in the subsoil, where very large vertical gradients 
will be found. 

These figures show where damage can be 
expecled. For a block revetment this will be on the 
cover layer (blocks will be lifted out of the 
revetment), for a rip-rap revetment movement of the 
subsoil or sliding is the most likely failure 
mechanism. The ca1culation methods to be dealt with 
in the next paragraphs will therefore ca1culate the 
piezometric head underneath the blocks for the block 

water level 
outside 

Fig. 4: Distribution of piezometric head in a block 
revetment at minimum water level (schemed). 
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Fig. 5: Distribution of piezometric head in a rip-rap 
revetment at minimum water level (schemed). 

revetments and the piezometric head in the subsoil 
for the rip-rap revetment. 

The division presented here indicates the general 
trend. However, it is possible to have a permeable 
block revetment and/or impermeable subsoil, where 
the loading on the subsoil becomes critical (Bezuijen 
et a\.,1986). It is also possi ble that in a rip-rap 
revetment the loading on the rip-rap becomes critical. 
Especially when a geotextile is applied between the 
rip-rap and the filter layer (Köhler and Bezuijen, 
1994). 

It will be clear from the description presented 
above and the Figures 4 and 5 that there will be no 
hydrostatic pressure distribution in the subsoil 
underneath a wave loaded revetment. The changes 
from the hydrostatic pressure distribution will be 
ca1culated, because these cause the hydraulic loading 
on the revetment. 

4.2 Cover layer dis placements 

Block lifting 
To estimate the possibility of block lifting the 
pressure distribution in the filter layer is ca1culated 
and compared with the strength of the revetment. 
The flow in the filter Iayer is assumed to be quasi
static This means that at every moment the pressure 
distribution in the filter is determined by the pressure 
distribution on the revetment at the same moment 
and the posi tion of the phreatic line in the filter layer 
at that moment. This will be the case if the filter 
layer has a minimum permeability . For most block 
revetments placed on a filter layer this condition will 
be fulfilled. In these cases the filter layer will be 
much more permeable than the subsoil and the flow 
in the subsoil can be neg1ected for ca1culation of the 
loading on the revetment. The permeability of the 
cover layer is also less than the flow in the filter 
layer wh ich results in a semi-confined flow in the 
filter layer. Such a flow can be described with the 
differential equation: 
Where x is the distance along the slope and A is the 
leakage length defined as: .y(kbD/k') with k and k' the 



d 24> = 4> -4>, 

clx 2 A2 
(14) 

permeability of filter layer and cover layer 
respectively and band D the thickness of these 
layers. For the wave distribution on the slope shown 
in Fig. 1 and described in eq. (I) the solution of eq. 
(14) at maximum uplift pressure (at s = 0 in Fig. 1) 
reads: 

a bc 
4>w= O.5A'[sina w -~] 

(1 +C~12 1 +c~' (15) 
2z1 [1-exp( --. -)] 

Asma 

Where A'=Acosa. and z] is the position of the 
phreatic surface in the filter, as indicated in Fig. 1. 
The mean loading over the block with maximum 
loading will be less, because the maximum loading 
is present at one point of the revetment only. For 
blocks with a length Land a maximum loading 
determined by equation (15) the mean value can be 
approximated by: 

4> =4> 2A[I-exp(-~)] (16) 
m W L 2A 

Equation (15 and 16) determines the loading on 
the revetment. This loading has to be compared with 
the strength. The strength of the cover layer is a 
combination of the weight of the blocks and friction 
between the blocks. The lower bound can be written 
as: 

(17) 

Where: <P." is the difference in piezometric head over 
the blocks that leads to failure, L'l=(Pb-P)/P, with Pb 
the density of the blocks and P the density of water, 
and fb is the friction between the blocks (appr. 0.2). 

Equation (15 and 16) together with the expected 
wave height according to equations (5, 6 and 7) can 
be combined with equation (17) to obtain a design 
chart, as shown in Fig. 6. From this chart it is cJear 
that a higher value of ~oP and a higher value of A 
lead to a lower stability of the revetment. 

In case of waterlevel depression by passing ships, 
the water level outside the revetment will remain 
more or less horizontal. In such a situation a and c 
in equation (I) are zero, and equation (15) si~plifie; 
to: 

4>w =O.5A'sina[l-exp( - ~a)] (18) 

Assuming that the position of the phreatic line hardly 
changes during the water level depression z]= -bw 
and in case 2z]»Asina. the expression simplifies 
even further to: 

4>w =O.5A'sina (19) 

Stone erosion 
As mentioned in the introduction, the equations for 
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stone erosion are empirically based. Most weil 
known formula is the Hudson formula. Nowadays, 
more accurate formulas are available. Based on 385 
tests in a wave flume with irregu1ar waves, van der 
Meer (1988) derived the following formulas: 
for plunging waves: 

Hs _ pO.18(S/ 'N)0.2 
---6.2 E (20) 
ADnSo {C 

and for surging waves: 

H 
_s_ =p -O.13(S//N)-O'Vcota~:" (21) 
ADnSo 

Where: 
Hs : the significant wave height [m] 
~m = tana.l(H,ILm) the surf similarity parameter [-] 
Lm : the average wave length [m] 
D"5D : the nominal diameter of the stones [m] 
p : the permeability factor (see text) [-] 
N : the number of waves [-] 
S : the damage level [-] 
a. : the slope angle [deg] 

The formulas are derived for wind waves. They are 
not valid for ship induced water level depression. 
However, the secondary waves usually compose the 
design load for stone erosion. These secondary 
waves have not exactly the same form as wind 
waves, but there is enough resemblance to use these 
formulas. 

The significant wave height can be used if a wave 
distribution is available from wave measurements 
over a reasonable period. Normally such a wave 
distribution will not be available and it is suggested 
to use the maximum wave height to be expected 
from a ship as the significant wave height. 
The formulas show that also the number of waves 



Table 2: Permeability factor p in various struetures. 

filter diam. d filter core diameter p 

0.22 0.5 impermeable 0.1 
0.5 1.5 0.125 0.4 

- - 0.31 0.5 
- - - 0.6 

have an influence, altough smalI, as ean he expected. 
A difficulty in these formulas is the permeability 

parameter p. This is an empirieally based parameter. 
The parameter is only determined for eertain 
struetures. For others an "engineering guess" is 
neeessary. The values mentioned by van der Meer 
are summarized in Table 2. 
In this table the nominal diameter of the filter layer 
and core are presented for various structures as a 
function of the nominal diameter of the cover layer 
stones. Also the thickness of the filter (d filter) is 
presented as a function of the nominal diameter of 
the cover layer material. In the third strueture there 
was no filter layer. The cover layer was placed on a 
relatively permeable eore. In the last structure in the 
table there was no filter and no subsoil. The value 
p=0.6 is valid for adam made of only cover layer 
material. In all other eases tbe thickness of the cover 
layer was 2 times the nominal diameter of the stones. 
In rip-rap revetments in inland water ways the 
thickness of the cover layer will be larger than 2 
tim es the nominal diameter of the stones and in most 
cases there will be an impermeable subsoil. This 
means that likely values for p vary between 0.1 and 
0.4. 

In this ease there is only a limited interaetion 
between the cover layer, filter layer and subsoil and 
therefore an empirical approach was possible. 
Although even in this ease the permeability factor 
presents already some complications. In the eases of 
block lifting, dealt with before, and loading on the 
subsoil there is more interaction between the layers 
and the number of parameters beeomes too large for 
such an empirical approach. For these last two cases 
the physical phenomena that lead to failure (pore 
pressure, sliding plane) has to be taken into aceount. 

4.3 Loading on and strength of the subsoil 

Unsteady pore pressure distribution 
The flow in the filter layer underneath a placed 
block revetment could be described using what is 
ealled "quasi statie flow". The parameter t (the time) 
is not included in the differential equation (14). This 
means that the pressure distribution at a eertain 
moment is independent from the pressure distribution 
before and after this moment. Experiments (Bezuijen 
et al., 1987) have shown that this is a valid 
assumption to describe the flow in filter layers 
underneath placed block revetments with a 
permeability higher than 1* 1 0.3 m/s. However, model 
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experiments (Bezuijen et al. 1986) and fie!d .mea
surements Köhler (1996) have shown that thls IS not 
a valid assumption to describe the flow in the sub
soil. Due to the low permeability the eompressibility 
of the subsoil beeomes of importance. 

This means that another differential equation 
beeomes the governing equation: 

k if4> =np'g BcI> + Be (22) 
az2 at at 

Where: 
k 
ljJ 
n 
ß' 
g 
t 
e 

: the permeability of the subsoil 
: the piezometric head 
: the porosity 
: the compressibility of the pore water 
: acceleration of gravity 
: time 
: volumetrie strain in the soi! 

[m/s] 
[m] 
[-] 

[I/Pa] 
[m/s2

] 

[s] 
[ -] 

This equation contains derivatives to the time. This 
means, that to co me to a solution for the time (to), 
information about the solution at previous time steps 
is necessary. The second term in this equation 
deseribes the compressibility of the groundwater, the 
last term the compressibility of the soil skeleton. 

In measurements the influenee of the 
compressibility can be seen on the pore press ure 
measurements. During a deerease in water level the 
pressure in the subsoil remains at a eertain level and 
slowly drops to the pressure that eorresponds to the 
new water level. 

The formula is written down in one dimension 
only. Experiments and ca1culations have shown that 
the flow in the subsoil is predominantly 
perpendicular to the slope and therefore a 1-
dimensional ca1culation method perpendieular to the 
slope can be used. 2-dimensional ca1culation methods 
are available (see for example Hjortmes-Pedersen et 
al., 1987), but will not be dealt with in this paper. 
The Figures 4 and 5 show how the pressu~e 
distribution in the subsoil will be aecording to thls 
equation for minimum water both level for wind 
waves and water level depression by ships. The 
eritieal situation is the moment of lowest water level 
outside. In this situation there will be a rapid 
increase of the piezometric head with depth in the 
subsoil, see also Fig. 5. As a consequenee there will 
be a high upward directed vertical gradient and an 
excess pore pressure relative to the low water level. 

Analytieal solutions are available for homogeneous 
soil in a I-dimensional situation. Loaded with a sine 
wave and assuming that the deformation of the grain 
skeleton can be neglected,the solution for 
piezometric head in the subsoil, ljJ(z,t) reads: 

where: 

Z . '" -Lv" t z 
4>(z,t) =A e .. cos(21t- +-{7t) 

T L.s 

(23) 

A : the amplitude of the sine on the subsoil [m] 
z : the depth [m] 
Les = -V(T.cv) the consolidation length [m] 
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rCUl~W!'6~meter. = 0 s "g!)1'%T 
exa~e1: 
draW Cml time (navigation), 

soil water perrneabilty k [m's) 

exa~e2; 

E. = 5 000 bis 50 OÖO [kNlm2] 
n =45[%] 
p (waler level) = 2[m WH] 

t A = 3.3 sec bis 5.0 sec, I\h = 0.60 m WH 
(v"" > 12 cmlsec and v"" < 18 cmlsec) 

1J/'äiNoo;;;nUrre (hlgh tide situation) 
IA = 21 600 sec (6 h), I\h = 4.00 m - 5.00 m WH 

(Viii = 0,018 an'sec - 0.024 cmlsec) 
lA = time of draw do'M1 [sec) ~ rangeoftheruling exa~e3: 

dfaw dCiMi time (flood crest situation) --<..<.(, b-values due to navigation =- recommendation of the 
ruling b - value (navigation) 

t A = 36 000 sec (10 h), I\h = 2.15 m WH 
(v"" = 0.006 cmlsec) 

Fig. 7: Values for b (the design value of b(t) in eq. (24» for different draw-down times to determine the 
pore pressure distribution in subsoils as a function of permeability . 

Cv = k/(pgnß') the consolidation coeffjcient [m2/s] 
p : the densiry of the pore water [kg/m3

] 

T : the wave perlod [s] 
The solution for water l.eveJ draw-dowll is more 

complicated. It appeared from measurements that the 
solution can be approximated by an exponential 
function: 

<!l(z,t) =zA(l-a(t)e -b(tlr) (24) 

Where z. [m] is the water level depression; and a(t) 
(-] und bel) [I/rn] aro empirical COll l ants. In mOSI 
Ca es the pru'ameter 1\(1) equals I. As can be seen 
frorn equation (23) the parameter b(t) is compru'able 
with . the param~Ler "?t/L" or "(7tI(T.cy» i,n thc 
so lu tion for JoadlOg Wlth a sine wllve. Due to lhe 
different loading there will be some differenees, but 
bet) ~i ll 1:11 0 depend on thc wave period (here lhe 
veloclly of the. draw-do~n) and (he soil parameter. 
Alfhough bel) IS a runellon of time, only the cri tical 
vllluc b, that lead ' to the higheH exces pOl' 
pres.~ures·, is of importanee for de ign pu rpo es. 
Valuc. of bure derived bascd on field Illeasurements 
and te IS. The re ull il re s11mlllarized in Figure 7. 

As can bc seen frolll Figure 7 lhe melhod ha a 
mllch widcr applicabi lity lhan only for ship indueed 
water leve l depre.! ion .in inland navigation channels. 
Eltamplc I, Illcnlioncd in thi figure will be dealt 
wit.h in chapter 5. 
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Stability of subsoil 
Two failure mechanism are important for the stability 
of the suhsoil: 
1. Filter stability 
In a lot of cases the hydraulic gradient in the upper 
layers of the subsoil will be higher than one. In such 
a situation the particles of the subsoil will not be 
stahle unless protecled by an adequute filter layer. 
This can he a granul ar filter 01' a geotenile. An 
inadequate filler is hown in praclice by a lowly 
deterioration of the revClmenl in lime. Pines will bc 
washed out, some settlement occurs and this 
settlement will slowly increase. 
2. stability against slip circle sliding 
The excess pore pressures reduces the effecti ve stress 
increasing the possibility of slip circle failure. This 
is a dangerous failure mechanism, since it can lead 
to a cOlllplete destruction of the revetment in a very 
short period. 

The next sections will present these failure 
mechanisms more in detail. 

4.4 Filter stability 

Four main influencing factors on the actual filter 
performance may be: 
- the ability of holding back soil particles of the 
adjacent soil treated under specified load conditions 
(Illechanical aspects of the filtration process) 



- the ability to act as a drain against seepage and 
groundwater effects (hydraulic aspects of the filter 
process) 
- the ability of flexible reaction to foIlow under
ground distortions without leading to damage of the 
fil ter layer 
-the ability of safe reactions against shear stress and 
normal pressure. 

Without reference to other than the four 
influencing factors mentioned above, the mechanical 
differences between granular and geotextile filters 
have a great influence on the appropriate filter 
performance. Whereas a granular filter of a certain 
thickness, generaIly more than five cm and up to 
one, two or more decimeters, is spread out by dum
ping in place, the geotextile is placed on the soi!. In 
comparison to the granular filter it is in practice a 
rather thin layer in the range of one to ten or even 
up to 20 mm thickness. 

Depending on the textile tensile strength a 
geotextile can withstand a tensile force in the axis of 
length or width under weak or strong circumstances 
with appropriate elongations. A granular filter may 
not withstand elongation forces because it has no 
cohesion. 

The modeIling principle of transporting soi! parti
cJes through an effective conduit opening size is 
based also on the velocity of the through passing 
fluid and therefore dependent on the hydraulic 
gradient occurring in place under steady and/or chan
ging hydraulic conditions. 

The amount of water passing through a soil/filter 
system is ruled by the law of continuity 
(q = v . F= const). It is important, that water must be 
permitted to drain out of the filter without 
obstruction, for instance caused by blocking or cJog
ging phenomena, or simply by disregarding the per
meability ratio between adjacent filter or soi! layers 
in accordance to the prevailing or even temporary 
local working hydraulic gradients. On the other hand 
if the requested permeability ratio is too large 
between the layers this may establish a too high gra
dient in the adjacent sub layer initiating movements 
of endangered soil particJes whkh may be entrapped 
by the filter layer which has less permeability 
resulting in clogging. EspeciaIly from these requests 
arises the weIl known difficulties in ascertaining a 
satisfactory working soil/filter system. 

Geotextiles act in a very different way compared 
with granular systems. Geotextiles are able to take 
over tensile forces in the axes of length and width. 
Fig. 8 shows the way of performance of a geotextile. 
From the occurring k - ratios between filter layer and 
adjacent soil base, the pressure acting underneath the 
filter with hydraulic load changes. Thls leads, using 
the continuity equation, to the acting mechanical 
stresses and strains inside the soillfilter system accor
ding to a geotextile filter. The effective stress condi
lion should be ascertained by the protection layer 
system, to ensure that sliding or uplifting of the soi! 
skeleton or soil base does not happen, during upward 
directed hydraulic loading. 

-~~""~=~ ___ lt-
~-------- ------- -- - --- -- -

- WH -

submerged soil bise 

Fig. 8: Principle of a geotextile acting as an 'armour' 
layer. 

As is shown in Fig. 8, a geotextile filter, initially 
laid out smoothly, had been forced to plastic 
elongation even due to smaIl values of tensile forces 
inside the geotextile caused by temporary pressure 
changes 6p. The underlying soil may foJlow this 
displacement, due to loss of contact confining 
pressure in the adjacent soil base. Critical gradients 
i > 1 lead to distortion of the soi! base, which ought 
to be protected against erosion. The displacement of 
the soil widens the pore structure (breathing of soi!) 
and mobile soil particJes are encouraged to wander 
inside the widened conduits, being transported by the 
water flow. As 10ng as these particJes may pass 
through or intrude the filter layer out of the adjacent 
soil base, the filter system has a chance to reach 
equilibrium state of satisfying filter peIformance in 
adopting the subsoil base as an active part of an 
efficiently working filter layer. In case the wandering 
fine soil particles get trapped inside or in front of the 
filter layer, causing remarkable reductions of 
permeability, the filter performance tends to change 
into that of a lining system. 

Even a badly designed loose granular filter with 
grain sizes smaller than the sand fraction could with
stand increasing pore pressures and rising hydraulic 
gradients without remarkable distortion of the filter 
layer. It would react with the occurrence of piping, 
immediately reducing the temporary working excess 
press ure gradients. 

A geotextile filter can cause more trouble, if the 
accumulation of fine filter particles remain under
neath the filter, establishing a soil layer with much 
sm aller k - values than the desired one. This 
phenomenon is not only found in a suffosive soi! 
base, it also may happen in a more or less uniform 
silty sand. The mobile silt ffaction could cause a 
quite similar effect. The question as to which filter 
is to be required, i.e. a more open or a more strict 
geometrically designed filter, will vary according to 
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the prevailing field and load conditions. In the case 
of water imposed embankments, where small soil 
deformations and settlements are usually acceptable, 
an open filter would be the appropriate design. 

4.5 Stability against sliding 
Tree possible waves to calculate the possibility of 
sliding will be described: 
I . sliding parallel to the revetment. 
2. slip circ1e sliding. 
3. finite element calculation. 
The first method can be used as an engineering tool. 
The second and third method are presented to show 
the validity of the first method. Evaluation of the 
possiblity of sliding depents on the type or 
revetment. Here sliding is elaborated for a rip-rap 
revetment which a relatively open cover layer and 
filter layer. The method described is in use by BA W 
to design the revetment in inland waterways in 
Germany. 

(25) 

y'c 

with the critical depth ds erlL. of soil layer : 
Sliding parallel to the revetment 

-ln(YP>s~(tancjl; -T1tan~» 
d ='------~------
s crit b(t) (26) 

In(y wZAa(t)b(t)tancjl;) 
+------~~-------

b(t) 

The stability of the revetment is evaluated by 
calculation of the driving and resisting force for a 
sliding plane at a critical depth in the subsoil, see 
Figs. 9 and 10. Here the expression for water level 
depression will be presented. Comparable 
expressions for wind waves without toe support are 
derived by Bezuijen (1991). Due to the rapid 
increase in piezometric head in the subsoil with 
depth during the water level depression the critical 
sliding plane will not be in the cover layer or filter 

and the excess pore water pressure ~u(z,t), acting 
temporally in the critical sliding plane in the depth 

~ surface + 5.00m 

_sz.+ 4.00m -= undislurbed waler level 
• JAOm ~.~ -- -- lowered walefTeVef -- -- -- --

GW 

, '\.- , '. ---=--
: "'-. " ......... ...... + 2.00m 

hw,.!)= 4.00m : :--.... "" " 
~ U"tl ''''~ 
, S • , 

j 
excess pore water pressure distribution plotted 
against soll depth z due 10 draw down value äh = z" 

hydlO5loU" ,..tar pre"u'Q plot'.d 
agalnst soil depth z at .t •• ~y sta'e 
(undt.,urllo<l "'.Ul' IOvoD 

U,C!) = piezomelric hesd si poinl ® 
on Ihe embankmenl al 
2 m waler deplh below Ihe 
undlslurbed waler level 
altimel= 0 

U,(ij) = plezomelric head al polnl ® 
~ on sea bed si wster de~th 

of 4 m WH below Ihe 
undlslurbed waler leval 
sllime I = 0 

" II.U (Z,I) = Y.· z.·( 1 - a(I).e-b(L).') I Ei2:.. 1 u - y", ' ( hw+z )1 

u,® = piezomelric head in deplh z 
below Ihe polnl (fL 
(embankmenl) al II me I " 0 

u,@ = piezomelric head In deplh z 
below Iha poinl ® 
(sea bad) allime I " 0 

de = Ihlckness of cover layer 
dF = Ihlckness of filter layer 
d"«I, = Ihlckness of critical soillayer (embankmenl) 
d ..... = Ihlckness of critical soillayer (sea bed) 
z = soll deplh below Ihe revelmenl Le 

below Ihe sea bed 
l>u (z,l) = unsleady excess pore waler pressure In the 

sub soll due 10 Ihe draw down value l>h = z. 
al Ilme I > 0 

u = sleady pore waler pressure in Ihe 
sub soll al time I = 0 or time I =00 
(undislurbed wsler level) 

u (z,l) = unslesdy pore waler pressure al time 
between I = 0 end I = 00 

u, s (z,t) = Yw' (hw@-z. + z) + Yw' z.· (1 - a(I)·e-b(I).') u,@ (z,t) = Yw ·(hw@-z. + z) + Yw·z.· (1 - a(I)·e·1o/I1·· ) 

Fig. 9: Definition sketch pore pressures along a sliding plane parallel to the slope for a rip-rap revetment. 
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undlsturtJed water level 

surface level 

groundwat&f 
level ______ 9 __________ _ ___________________ _ 

Ah w lowered water level 

detail ® I toe support I 

I sliding parallel to the embankment ) 

wilh: T = ( "t' S + c's) L b 

and "t's= (wc...L + w'fl.+. w'S...L- AU) tan +'s 

Legend: 

L. = length of the embankment 
below the lowered 
water level 

L. = length of the embankment 
above the lowered 
water level 

t-hw = change of water 
level 

T = effective shear strength 

wb 11/ w',' 1 = components of distributed cover weight paralleVnormal to siiding plane 
w', 11/ w', 1 = I:IJmponents of distributed filter weight parallel/normal to sliding plane 
W', !I W'. 1 = components of distributed soll weight parallel/normal to sliding plane 

mobilised on sliding plane 
= effective shear stress on 

sliding plane 
c'. = effective soil 

f, 
f, 
f gea(1I.1oI 

f anchor 

= toe supporting force suppiied by cover layer 
= toe supporting force supplied by filter layer 
= towing force mobilised by revetment welght due to friction between 

geotextile and subsoil 
= towing force supplied by supplement anchorage devices 

cohesion 
~' • = effective soil friction 

angle 
dU = unsteady pore water pressure 

due to water level decrease 
(excess pore water pressure) 

Fig. 10: Forces along sliding plane parallel to slope, rip-rap revetment. 

ds crit" 

.iu(z,t) =y wZa(l-a(t)e -b(I)ds '"') (27) 

The design parameters for the cakulation of 
revetment cover thickness are: 

4>' s[ 0] 

y' s[kN/m3
] 

c's[kN/m2] 

<jl'dkN/m 3
] 

y'dkN/m3J 

YdkN/m3
J 

c'dkN/m2J 
<jl' F[kN/m3J 

y' F[kN/m'J 

YF[kN/m3J 

c' F[kN/m2J 
urg[kN/mJ 

~a[kN/m] 

Ö· FS[ 0J 

Ö'Fd 0] 

effecti ve angle of internal friction of the 
subsoil 
submerged unit weight of the subsoil 
(below water level) 
effective cohesion of the subsoil 
effecti ve angle of internal friction of the 
cover layer 
submerged unit weight of the cover 
layer (below water level) 
unit weight of the cover layer (above 
water level) 
effective cohesion of the cover layer 
effecti ve angle of internal friction of the 
filter layer 
submerged unit weight of the filter layer 
(below water level) 
unit weight of the filter layer (above 
water level) 
effective cohesion of the fi lter layer 
geotextile force of serviceabJe limit stme. 
(allowable strain e = 1 %) 
anchoring force of serviceable limitstate 
(allowable strain e = 1 %) 
angle of sliding friction between subsoil 
and filter layer 
angle of sliding friction between filter 

Zu 

h[-J 
ß[ 0) 
b (t)[l/m] 
a(t)[-J 
Yw[kN/m 3

] 

'tG [kN/m2 ] 

layer and cover layer 
draw down value 
factor of safety 
slope angle 
pore water press ure parameter 
pore water press ure parameter 
unit weight of the water 
allowed added shear stress acting from 
geotextile filter 

'tA [kN/m2J allowed added shear stress acting from 
anchorage 

'tF [kN/m2] allowed added shear stress acting from 
toe support 

where: 'tG = GUm;' I Lb [kN/m2] 

'tA = Aümü I ~ [kN/m2] 

'tF = FHmit I Lb [kN/m2J 
Alim;t[kN/m) limited anchoring force in the revetment 

per unit length of the canal 
Fümü[kN/m] Iimited force of toe support in the 

revetment per unit length of the canal 
Gümü[kN/m] limited pulling force of the geotextile 

filter in the revetment (anchorage) per 
unit length of the canal 
where: G1;m;t = 'tümü . L b [kN/m) or 

G timit = 'tmob • ~ [kN/mJ 
and tbe smallest of: 
'tmob = dc 'Y. um (Ö'ps - b) La I ~cos ß or 
't1Ul,lt = (XFC I ~ [kN/m2] 

~& = 0 (ir a granular filter will be used) 
Ticknes es and lengths are presented in Figs. 9 

and 10. 
Limitation of the toe supporting force is controlled 
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by two failure mechanisms: 
lhe Quter failure mechani m: sliding occurs 

below the embankment toe, cau ed by sea bcd 
boiling or reduced enrth pressure duc 10 (he 
lemporally acting excess pore water pres lire in the 
seil. bed (the toe supporting forces ne cd 10 be pl'oved 
10 Wilhst.'lnd the des.ign load before being introduced 
in ta lhc embankment (jdi ng ca.lcu lation). 

Ihe- inner failure mechanism: sliding occurs 
direetly through lhe cover and filter layer, a.lthough 
surficient toe SLIpport in the sen bed is provided (i.e. 
sheet pile waU, rock ecL) . The limitation of lhe 
permissible toe supporting force Flim ;, is given by the 
following equation: 

FIImll~ I'p o[(O,s'(dc+dp)2-y' R 'COS~ UncJ>' R +(c' c l1d )] (28) 

sin~-(cos~- sin~UncJ>'~ 

with: 

where: 
fc = toe supporting force supplied by cover layer at 
any horizontal cross seetion of the revetment 
fr = toe supporting force supplied by filter layer at 
any horizontal cross section of the revetment 
and: 
flF [-] reduction factor for the toe supporting 
force in the revetment 
"(' R[kN/m3

) average submerged un.it weighl of the 
whole revelmenl (cover lI.nd filter layer) 
<1>' R [ 0] average effcclive angle of internal 
friction of the whole revetment (cover and filter 
layer). 

Oprilllizalion is achieved by uperilllposing a11 
acting forces T" parallel to the embankment, supplied 
by tlle limited toe supporling force Ffimh • permissible 
pulling force Gkmh in thc geotexLi le filter and the 
anchoring force Alimil by supplement anchoring 
devices, combining allowable strains in the whole 
structure for the re~ested state of equilibrium 
against slope sliding (L T II = 0): 

[TI/=O: T+Wc+W:+F,imi,+G/imU+A/imi,=O (29) 

and the serviceability condition of all acting 
mobilised forces, which can be written as: 

w'C1,1anÖ'FC+W'c.L 1anö'FS+wo,1anö'FC'LjLb (30) 
~'t"G+'t"A+'t"F 

In these equations is: 
T [kN/m] : effecLive hear 'trength per unit length 
of the canal, mobilised on the Iiding plane below 
water level /l long the embankment length ~, 
analogue to Coulomb' s a sumpLion 
Wo [kN/m ]: force of the weight componenl of cover 
layer nbove the water Ie-vel, acting parallel 10 the 
embankmcnt slope a.long the lenglh L., mobilising 
friction bctween cover layer and fil\er laye/' or 
geotextile, which shou ld be sufficienlly provided, 
with the anchori ng effect of the towing force in the 
geotcxti le fOT equilibrium againsl parallel 
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embankment sliding 
W'c [kN/mJ: force of the submerged weight 
component of cover layer below the water level, 
acting parallel to the embankment slope along the 
length Lb, mobilising friction between cover layer 
and filter layer (geotextile), which should be 
sufficiently provided, with the anchoring effect of tbe 
towing force in the geotextile, or supplemented with 
anchoring devices to prevent parallel embankment 
sliding 

These parameters can be written as: 
T = ('ts + c' s)' Lb 
Wc = wd . L, (above water level) 
W' c = w' d. La (below water level) 
with: 
'ts = (w'c.L + W'f.L + w'ü - [m(z,t)) . tan <1>\ 

The components of the distributed weight normal 
and parallel to the sliding plane resulting from tbe 
cover layer can be written as: 
w'c.L=dc . y'c . cos ß and W'c/= dc . "(' c .. sin ß 
w c.L = dc . Yc . cos ß and w cl = dc . "(C . S1l1 ß 
filter layer: 
w'n = dF • "('F . COS ß and W'fI= dp • "('F . sin ß 
critical soil layer: 
w' ,.L =ds e<;' • "(' s·cos ß and w' , I = ds cd, . "(' S · sin ß 

Even a small amount of soil cohesion prevents 
embankment sliding failure mechanisllls. But soi! 
cohesion should only be taken into con si deration , 
when the serviceability can be guaranteed against the 
design load conditions, i.e . oscillating waves etc .. 
The following condition should be maintained: 

c's +'t"O+'t"A +'t" F<Au(z,t)tanß (31) 

Priority should been given to c', before 'ta, before 'tA 

and before 'tF • 

The requested submerged weight mass g',eq per 
square meter of revetment is given by: 

g'req =("( cß'c+Y p8'F).l00 [kglm2] (32) 

Explanation to the outer failure mechanism 
The limitation of the toe supporting force is 

determined by the type of chosen toe structure: 
- toe support by e/ongated toe revetment on to the 
sea bed, mostly supplied by horizontal sliding 
friction immediately below the horizontally elongated 
bed revetment 
- toe support by an embedded revetment into the sea 
bed, provided a combination of sliding friction below 
the revetment toe and a limited passive earth 
pressure controlled by the restriction of allowable 
embankment deformations in front of the embedded 
toe. In ca1culating the permissi ble earth pressure, the 
reduction of the embedded depth level by possible 
scour depth and a fluidized soil layer thickness up to 
the value of water level decrease ZA (draw down 
value) has to be taken into consideration. Therefore 
the toe support will decisively be deterlllined by tbe 
anticipated size of tbe design depth, embedding the 
revetment into the sea bed. 
- toe support by sheet pile wall structure, controlled 
by the allowed earth pressure in front of the sheet 
pile wall, taking into consideration scour as weIl as 



fluidization effects. The anticipated design depth of 
a sheet pile wall in front of an water imposed 
embankment toe therefore has decisive influence on 
the necessary thickness of embankment revetment 
cover layer. 

slip circIe failure 
To caIculate the possibility of slip cirele failure the 
same procedure has to be used as described for the 
sliding plane. Again the loading and the resistance 
against sliding of apart of the revetment has to be 
caIculated. The only difference is the shape of the 
sliding plane. In case of slip cirele failure this is a 
part of a cirele as is shown in Figure 11. CaIculation 
of the possibility of slip cirele failure is the standard 
procedure to evaluate the stability of slopes. The 
only difference is that in this case the pore pressure 
distribution at minimum water level has to be used 
to caIculate the effective stress in the subsoil, instead 
of a hydrostatic pressure distribution. Some of the 
programs to caIculate slip cirele failure commer
cially available can inelude all kind of pore pressure 
distributions. The result shown in figure 11, is the 
result of a tailor made pro gram for evaluating the 
stability of a revetment. This caIculation method will 
be dealt with more in detail in the example 
caIculation. 

Stability caIculation using FEM 
The finite element method (FEM), in geotechnical 
engineering used to caIculate deformations, is in 
some cases also capable to perform limit state 
analysis, as it is done by slip cirele analysis. FEM 
can give ever more information. 
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Fig. 11: Example of slip cirele caIculation, see also 
Chapter 5. 
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Fig. 12: Bank protection with slip cirele and finite 
elements. 

In FEM the soil is considered a continuum, repre
sented by an assembly of elements. Soil parameters 
are constant per element. Excess pore water pressure 
increasing with depth as it has been described in 
section 4.1, can be introduced by defining soillayers 
parallel to the slope surface with the same soil para
meters but different pore water pressures (Fig. 12). 
In tbis example the stability of the subsoil of a rip
rap revetment is caIculated taken into account the 
expected pore pressures in the subsoil. 
The de-stabilization due to excess pore water pres
sure in the subsoil can be demonstrated using Mohr's 
stress cirele (Fig. 13): The neutral stress (u) resulting 
from (excess) pore water pressure remains nearly 
unchanged while the total stress 0'" defined as 
weight per volume of soil and water, is reduced due 
to the draw-down. The cirele of effective stresses 
(0' = 0', - u) touches or passes the Mohr-Coulomb 
failure surface: the stability is gone. Since this 
situation cannot be simulated in FEM because of 
numerical stability reasons (the effective stress must 
not be below zero), it is a elear advice that stability 
is not given at least in certain parts of the system. 

Slip cirele analysis or similar caIculation methods 
are not able to detect 
areas with effective 
stress equal or to zero. 
So stability of the whole 
system is pretended 
where local failure will 
occur: If there is an 
armour layer of high 
strength and the toe is T 

reaching sufficiently 
deep below the bed (a 
comparable situation as 
is shown in Fig. 17), 
sufficient stability will be 
caIculated, even if there 
is no friction in the 
subsoil (because of 

~CJ<C:') . cr 
0"3 (J3,r <lJ ~1.r 
~ I 

.... _ .... 1 

V " I \ \1 

0" = 0), but only in the Fig.13: Mohr's stress 
armour laye~. In su~h. a cireles for draw-down. 
case, numeflcal stabillty 



will not be reached in finite element calculation 
unless 0 ' > 0, which can be allained by sufficienl 
weight of the armour layer. 
Sand boil.ing (or f1uidization) in tbc unprotected top 
layer of the bed in front of the reveLinent (see 
sectiOI1 4.5) will not harm the tability of the bank as 
long as the revetment toe is resching down to the 
stable soil. The fluidized Inyer has to be represented 
as a material witb nearly no shear strength (<p'=IO), 
mus taken ioto consideration the effect, but without 
numerical difficulties. 

One might as ume that f1uidization of a layer 
below the revelment is without problems, sinee it is 
confined by the fi lter and the revelment above and 
the stabile subsoil below. Indeed, the fluidized soil 
can't be eroded, but the soil grains will be able to 
rearrange, preferably in downslope direetion. Due to 
the stress relieve during a draw-down, the revetment 
will be lifted a few millimetres, thus a110wing for 
movements of single grains. There will be no great 
effeet per load cycIe, but a cumulation with time, 
sinee any rearrangement after one eycIe is the star
ting situation for the next. So the weIl known S
shape of a bank will develop, even if the revetment 
is resistant against erosion and/or wave impact, but 
too light to attain a sufficient state of stress in the 
subsoil. 

Using FEM calculations to evaluate the limit state 
can only be done with sufficient accuracy if, what is 
called, higher order elements can be used with 
sufficient integrati,on point for each element. Most 
FEM program paekages can deal with different 
elements. Calculation results evaluating the limit 
state are more reliable if results obtained with 
different elements and meshes are in agreement. 

Finite element calculations are at the moment not 
a . standard tool in the de ign of revetmenls. 
However, in this case an interesting result was 
obtained. In Fig. 12 a slip circle is drawn through 
the me h, because lhi i upposcd to be the sliding 
plane. Look illg nt lhe deformation panern that i lhe 
result of the cll iculation (Hg. 14) il appeared that a 
liding plane parallel 10 the revelment is in better 

agreement with the FEM ealculations than such a 
slip circ1e. 

Fig. 14: Deformation pattern in limit state. 
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Consequences geotextile 
The calculation methods dealt with in this chapter a11 
assurne that the permeability of the geotextiles larger 
than the permeability underneath. If this is not the 
ense, for cxample becausc of bJocking or c1ogging, 
then Ihere will be apressure building underneath the 
geotextile. As a resulL the potential sliding plane will 
be just underneath the geotextlle instead of in the 
SUbS011. At lhis loeation the stabilizing weight of the 
revetmenl and subsoi l will be le s, inereasi llg lhe ri k 
of faHure. 

5 DESIGN EXAMPLE 

Sliding plane parallel to slope 
In order to compare the results out of revetment 
ea1culations by using the plane sliding and slip circ1e 
method, the results were eompared in ealculations 
where the neeessary thickness of a rip-rap Iayer is 
investigated. 

The ruling subsoil parameters of a silty sand were 
chosen: 
- internal angle of frietion $' s = 32.5° 
- submerged unit weight of the soil of y' = 9.5 

kN/m3 , (i.e. y"y = 18,0/19,5 kN/m3) 

soil water permeability k = 1,5 - 2,5 10-5 m/s 
- pore water press ure parameter b(t) = 8 

(i.e. a(t) = I), using Fig. 7 (for example 1). 
- slope inclination I: 3 
- faetor of safety: f = 1.1 (32.5°/1.1= 30° --> 

redueed internal friction angle of the subsoil) 
The revetment 1S eonstructed by stone rip-rap placed 
on a geotextile filter. The revetment has to be 
designed for an inland navigational canal to 
withstand rapid draw down effects and ship induced 
waves. In Fig. 7 the range of the ruling pore water 
pressure parameter b(t) [11m] is been plotted against 
the soi! water permeability k [m/s], the parameter a(t) 
is kept constant and has been chosen to 1. For the 
design example 1 the parameter b(t) can be taken to 
b(t) = 8 (11m). With this value b(t) the standard 
loading of a draw down value of about 0.60 m WH 
and draw down veloeity between 12 cm/s and 18 
cm/s has been used as design load. This will inc!ude 
all oecurring water loadings due to navigation (ship 
induced draw down and waves), which have to 
expeeted by passing vessels. The range of the ruling 
b-values differ with the modulus soil compressibility, 
but can be neglected, if the recornmended b-value 
(black and white dotted thick line) has been chosen. 
With this simplification, the decrease in modulus of 
soil compressibility of more silty soils, which lead to 
more deformation has been taken into eonsideration 
and has been proved by numerical ca1culation 
methods and laboratory tests. 

Adopting the formulas for parallel embankment 
sliding, it clearly ean be demonstrated, that a 
thickness of stone cover layer (y' dc = 9.1 kN/m3 , i.e. 
Yr/Y = 14,6/19,1 kN/m3) with an internal angle of 
friction $' dc= 55° of at least dc = 0.60 m is requested 
to ensure safety against slope sliding, but only for 
the ease, a toe supporting force of more than 14.4 
kN/m (per unit length of canal) 1S be supplied. If less 



toe support is available, a thieker stone cover layer 
will be needed, to prevent slope sliding. 

For the ease, an elongated revetment toe of 0.60 m 
thiekness should be designed, the allowable toe 
support will drop down to more or less 1 kN/m, 
taking into eonsideration, the unproteeted sea bed in 
front of the embankment toe will be fluidized during 
wave and draw down loading. No effeetive stress ean 
been taken over by the fluidized soH layer thiekness 
up to the depth of the waterlevel draw-down z. = 0.6 
m and therefore no earth pressure ean been taken 
into aeeount. 

To stabilise the embankment against slope sliding, 
an embankment toe strueture or an deeply into the 
sea bed embedded revetment toe is requested. The 
same effort ean be reaehed by a sheet pile wall, 
whieh will supply enough toe support, in order to 
reduee the requested thiekness of the stone cover 
layer. As long as the outer failure meehanism is 
dorninating the design eoneept, the thiekness of the 
cover layer is a funetion of b. 

Using the parameter mentioned before the 
neeessary revetment thiekness is ealeulated for 
different toe supporting forces. The result is plotted 
in Fig. 15. In this figure the requested cover layer 
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Fig. 15: Required cover 1ayer thiekness (d,) to 
stabilize the subsoil at various depths as a funetion 
of the toe support. Numbers see text. 
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thiekness is plotted against soil depth z[m], 
indicating the eritieal depth of sliding plane will be 
at d, cri' = 0.31 m, where the maximum thiekness of 
cover layer is been requested to prevent embankment 
sliding. It ean be seen, that for the plotted eurves 1 
to 7 the requested cover layer thickness ranges 
between 1.19 m (eurve 1) and 0.78 m (eurve 7). The 
plotted eurves represent toe supporting forees 
between 
1: F= 0 kN/m; 2: F= 1 kN/m; 3: F= 2 kN/m; 4: F= 
4 kN/m, 5: F= 6 kN/m; 6: F= 8 kN/m; 
7: F= 10 kN/m; 8: F=15 kN/m; 9: F=20 kN/m and 
10: F= 30 kN/m. 
For the eurves from 1 to 7 the outer failure 
meehanism is dorninating, for the eurves 8 to 10 the 
inner failure meehanism is aeting. As it ean be seen, 
embankment sliding will not oeeur with a revetment 
strueture of a thiekness of 0.6 m stone cover layer, 
but eannot be redueed any further, although a 
reasonable large toe support above 15 kN/m eould be 
providcd. On tbe olber hand a quite large lh.iokness 
dc = L 1.9 !TI of stone cover layer would be requcsted, 
when lhe anticipalcd design Slruclure of an elongated 
revelment loe (slandaJd width of abou! 2 m) would 
be reeommended. Therefore a more reasonable 
revetment eonstruetion eould be built only by a 
better toe strueture. This ean been done by 
embedding the revetment toe into the sea bed up to 
the depth where seouring and sea bed fluidization 
effeets ean be excluded. 

In ease the geotextile filter should be replaeed by 
a 0.40 m lhick gt'anular filter, lbe requested tone 
cover layer Ih.ickness wou'ld drop down (0 about 0.19 
m thiekncss as long as a large we support above 15 
JeN/m cOlild bc provided (inner fa ilure mechaJlisl1l). 
Fot a 0.58 11l thick stone cover Jllyer aLoe support of 
F= 4 kN/m would be needed to prevent embankment 
sliding (outer failure meehanism). The eurves 8 to 10 
represent the inner failure meehanism, the eurves 1 
to 7 deseribe the available toe supporting forees 
dominated by the outer failure l1lechani m. 

Calculali.ng Lhe n!quested cover thiekncss lIsing a 
geotextile filter for thc above memioned design 
parnmet rs (d lo=O.60 m) as 11 funclion of b(l), 01' as u 
funcLion of fs (with b=8). or a function of draw 
down valuc dh• (he different requesled thickllesses of' 
lbe cover layer are plottcd in Fig. 16. The lefr hand 
figure shows the necessary lhiclOlCS as a function of 
b(t), the middJc figllre Lhe as a function 4>'s and lhe 
right hand figure as a function of dh• 

Slip circle 
The results from plane sliding failure meehanisms 
has been eompared with the conventional method of 
slip circle ealelilations, the exces pore water 
pressure .:lll (z,t) has 10 bc calculuted in different soi! 
layers parallel to lhe embankmenl 'urface wilh n 
thiekness of about 10 to 20 cm, in order LO introduce 
different exeess pore water proportion, as it is shown 
in Fig. 11. 

In Fig. 11 a 0.6 m thiek revetment of stone cover 
layer, plaeed on a geotextile filter, looses its stability 
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Fig. 16: Required revetment thickness as a function of b(t), the friction angle of the subsoil <I> and ZA' For 
various values of toe support. Numbers see text. 

due to rapid draw-down values (zA=0.6 m). This 
draw-down is initiating a fluidization of the sea bed 
in front of the elongated revetment toe up to the a 
depth level of 0.6 m. The toe supporting force is 
therefore tempo rally reduced below Flimi , (the outer 
failure mechanism) , which will, which the reduced 
value of about 1 kN/m, bc insuf.ficient [0 prevent 
embankment sliding in the crilical soH depth layer 
dc cn' below the revetment. l'he facto!' of afcty i 
calculated with the temporally acting excess pore 
Öu(z,t) = pg zu.B where the proportion factor B has 
been given by the exponential function (24) plotted 
against soil depth level z [m] perpendicular to the 
slope. The [esult coincides weil with the results 
obtained the using the plane sliding mechanism. In 
Figure 17 the resulting safety factor is ~ = 0.97 for 
a toe structure, which is embedded up to 2 m below 
sea bed. The fluidization effect (supposed to be equal 
ZA = 0.60 m) reduccs lhe [oe upporting force below 
Flimi" causing embankmenl sliding similar to the ease 
described in ug. 11 , ahhougll much I s endangered. 

Additioll!\1 comparing clll.culation for the cases 
fluidization will not occur and for the case of an 
increased cover layer thickness off dc = 0.90 m result 
in safety factors, which are given in Table 3. 

The safety factor of ~ = 1.0 for the 60 cm thick 
revetment cover layer, 2 m deep embedded toe into 
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the sea bed, where fluidization is not occurring, 
coincides exactly with the result from plane 
mechanism causing sliding through the toe of the 
cover layer directly at sea bed level with Flimi" given 
by the toe supporting formula (25). 
It has to be mentioned, that the above deseribed 
calculation methods are governed by limit state 
conditions, which can be described by Coulombs 
statement to the mobilised friction on consideration 
shear stress condition. But deformation of the soil 
structure is not bound to limit state conditions, when 
large deformations occur before failure happens. The 
effect may eause different failure situations, such as 
heaving and settling effects of the endangered soil 
areas below the revetment. Fig. 14 shows the size of 
the endangered soil area at draw down time, where 
great hydraulic gradients may be initiated, without 
reaching failure state. Destabilisation leading to 
unacceptable deformations of the embankment 
structure, which destroys the requested service level 
of the revetment structure. 
The above deseribed method to predict excess pore 
water pressure and the evaluation of the stability is 
not limited to only waterlevel draw-down situations. 
It is successfully used in flood erest and high tide 
situations as weH as for draw-down loadings, 
subjected Le. to reservoir embankments. Fig. 7 shows 



Table 3: Examples of slip drc\e calculations. 
Comparison between elongated (2 m) and embedded 
toe (to 2 m depth). d,= thickness cover. 

toe d, safety factor Jl 
structure (m) 

not fl uid. fluidized 

elongated 0.9 1.33 0.9 
toe 0.6 0.83 0.74 

embed. 0.9 1.33 1.17 
toe 0.6 1.00 0.97 

that the numbers of b(t) can change considerably and 
this means that also the time scale involved can 
change considerably. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
Calculation methods for rip-rap and placed block 
revetments have been presented. Theory and example 
calculations showed the large influenee of the subsoil 
reaetion on the stability of the revetment. Stability of 
revetments ean only be evaluated adequately if the 
subsoil reaetion is incorporated in the calculation 
method. The caleulation method for the stability of 
a rip-rap revetment can in principle also be used to 
evaluate the stability of the subsoil for a placed 
block revetment. However, for this last type there 
will be more loading on the cover layer and less on 
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Fig. 17: Example slip circle calculation, showing the 
influence of an embedded toe. 

the subsoil. The examples show that, in case of 
water level draw-down, using the exponential 
equation (24) to ealculate the pore pressure in the 
subsoil, the stability of the subsoil can be analyzed 
with suffident accuracy using slip circle analysis. 
Although it is also shown that a sliding plane 
parallel LO the slope is more Iikely Lo occur. 

The de ign mCLhod howed lhal the permeability 
of Lhc geotextile is very important. This perrncability 
i' also dCLcrmined by Lhe filler stability. AL the 
moment Lhe on ly permeabilily test harmonised in 
CEN is (he index test on permittivily. Thi is 
probably sufficienL for a producl stnncbrd, but it is 
not when Lhe aim is LO base ade. ign at thc rcsulls of 
tests. 
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